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1 - Awakening

The sky above, a bright blue today, with clouds gliding over the fields of flowers

And sun, bright as the gates of heavens, surrounding me with its warmth

Flying through gentle blowing winds, birds of all kinds fill the sky

Will I ever get my wings?

Blades of grass breathe in the fresh summer air

Trees leaves rustle as the winds brush through them

What a happy place to be at a time like this

Why am I here?

What purpose do such things hold?

What is happiness if not shared......

I am trapped in the land of paradise

Yet, there is no one else here with me

I cannot hear laughter or cries, not even my own

I am alone

No one can hear me ether

There's no one there

Is this the way things should be?



What shall I do?

I long for the day I break free from this world, awake and happy as my surroundings

No longer shall I wait

Running through woods, trees are all I see

Keep running, Ill find some one

The wind is no longer calm, it has become harsher

I will continue my journey

The sun is gone but I mus'nt give up

I must break through, I can't wait any longer

No more am I able to hear, i've gone deaf to all things

Is all this just an illusion? No, it can't be

All I can see for miles is pure darkness, no light but the one I hold inside

I will not give up, my will is everything

I can bring myself back, back to the way it should've been

My spirit will fly like the winds I used to know

I can feel warmth drawing closer, i'm not cold anymore

Sounds of happiness have broken the barrier of silence that surrounds me

I'm no longer alone, I can see through the darkness

I've awakened from eternal sleep
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